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I took my book night, stuckin inside my bed
and the black transport that I've had since 2000 class
and some dub tape the last of a role I used
the first of I used to petrihole in my bedroom window
glass
I broke into my trailer, 'cause this bitch lock me out,
she took my keys and ..the yard but I haven't cooked
my grass
possible dark when I got home, I was driving fast
but the fought made it hard to see the role, and I drove
right past
have to turn around and a ..said dead in,
and I really made it in to my dirt drive hundred out to
gas
at late night at work ad then the tale spin,
got five so I hit the bar and I got trashed,
stumble in to find no ungone, no shit bitch
I come to the ..through on the grind and pick up the
phone,
fuck, she cut the bime bust the jet with the hammer I
know
'cause I can see what the plastic got that
I'm so mad, I went sober but the force laugh
I reach with the last thing and I need it in my set,
a picture of us in the cab, the night you said we would
work out
that didn't last.
A couple of dollars short, or maybe just a wrong path,
the reason was irrelevant to me 'cause I just wanna pay
back
so I jumped in my truck with the..spill the gas in the
back pack tape
and above night and that was that..
This must be a movie, movie,
'cause I'm about to ball tape again
I'm about to make a movie, movie
Mike Myers and Superman.
Jump up in the sky is some..and some game
Mike Myers and Superman.
easy up game, isn't insane?
Mike Myers and Superman.
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Pour out the drive way, took a ride on rainbow drop
while I drive to keep my truck alive
putting down the street of a diva
was 55 on tied cold when the window was frosty
..and then I clouded to the pump station
barely making it to the pump I walked in,
so I last another bill on the disc
snoop back the cigarettes in my pocket as it reach for
the register,
the ..for my heat to ..dead but not fuck it
I saved his life and put in the bucket
I ain't killing it in public, it ain't in my budget
though I budge it, sleave through.. on my gas and
I thought after all the shit that you put me through
but I was .. 'cause I had our reason to go see you now
other than the..lay you down,
I got a reason to treat her like a..
I made this..I'm scruiting tiers as I poured down the
station
my racing for the placement and the ..was impatient
movie and I'm making so I punch the dash am I front
wind she will crack
and made it hard for me to see I was in front of me,
but I meshed down the..step into the floor with a leak in
my door,
the wind was so like I miss em in the war
I'm a bullet from a pistol..
reached them with the seat from my bottle of whiskey
and took a shot
while my stomach was in the not, nerve shot I..with the
plot,
when I find this bitch I'm gonna put it in a..
with a..don't take it to a mouth and make it go get a
clock
and every second I'm gonna pop and for boyfriends
fingers
with devise grim while they screaming at me don't stop
when I make it to his knees why this..to a middle chair
we're ready to..took to a life battery I'm gonna grab a
tear
and make him stare at you while you drill hoes in
this..capital the screw
and this is all like a..you just seem to take one.
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This must be a movie, movie,
'cause I'm about to ball tape again
I'm about to make a movie, movie
Mike Myers and Superman.
Jump up in the sky is some..and some game
Mike Myers and Superman.
easy up game, isn't insane?



Mike Myers and Superman.
Jump up in the sky it's a bird, it's a plane
easy up game, or is it insane?
Mike Myers and Superman
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